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Choosing Type Faces
For National Bank Titles

By William A. Philpott, jr.

Under the U. S. National Banking Act, which became
law in 1863, bank organizers have possessed several
beneficial privileges. First, each group has the power
to select the corporate name of its hank. The only re-
strictive clause provides that the word "National"
must be used in the institution's title.

Accordingly, national banks of this nation, numbering
a grand total of approximately 15,000 from 1863 to 1970,
display a manifold set of corporate names. as fanciful as
they are varied. Appearing in the titles are the town's
name, the county designation, the name of the state and
nation, family names, points of the compass and geo-
graphic areas, chief products of the hank's region, et
cetera, et cetera—many times only representing whims
and fancies of the organizers.

FIG. 1. The, engraver's old English; National, New York,
bold litho; pay line, five dollars, New York, engraver's
bold, shadowed and reversed.

FIG. 2. The, engraver's old English; National Shawmut,
engraver's bold, curved; bank of, five dollars, Massachu-
setts, engraver's bold; Boston, will pay, engraver's bold,
extended shadowed and reversed.

Hence, nationally chartered banks have names such
as Iron Mountain National, Livestock National, Farmers
National, Citizens National. Spring Falls National, Peo-
ples National, Three Rivers National, Adams National,

FIG. 3. The, engraver's old English; National, Bank of
Commerce, St. Louis, will pay, engraver's bold which has
been reversed on shaded background; five dollars, Mis-
souri, reversed and shadow added to engraver's bold.

FIG. 4. The, engraver's bold; all the rest of lettering shad-
owed and reversed, engraver's bold; five dollars, engrav-
er's shaded.

FIG. 5. The, bold italics, reversed; Hanover, engraver's
bold; National Bank, shaded old English, curved; City of
New York, engraver's bold italics; five dollars, shaded ital-
ics; New York, bold italics, curved line.

Jackson National, and so on. The First Nationals top
the list and number in the hundreds. Second Na-
tionals and Third Nationals are common. And
there are several Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth
National Banks. Dallas had a Ninth National Bank
(charter #4415). But New York City seems to top the
list with its Tenth National Bank ( charter #307).

So, there is a tremendous amount of variety in the
corporate titles of national banks. Numerous collectors
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FIG. 11. The, old English; Manufacturer's bold with shad-
ow and curve; National Bank, engraver's shaded; Troy
and five dollars, outline face, resembling rustic; New York,
bold italics, curved.

Bertha, Charlotte, Cynthiana, Edna, Flora, Florence,
Grace, Helena, Ionia, Louisa, Marion, Selma, Sharon,
Viola, Virginia, and Winona.

Included also were notes from these towns with mascu-
line names: Adrian, Anthony, Arthur, Barry, Cicero,
Earle, Everett, Frederick, Henry, Homer, Howard. Jer-
ome, Lawrence, Leon, Leslie, Lewis, Lynn, Robert, Roy,
Rupert, Sidney, Sylvester, and Vernon.
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FIG. 6. The, bold italics reversed; First, bold italics,
curved with shadow added; National Bank, engraver's
shaded; Cleveland, bold with shadow; five dollars, Ohio,
bold with shadow, slightly curved.

FIG. 7. The, American Exchange, bold with shadow; Na-
tional Bank, litho Roman; Ncw York City, engrav2r's
bold with shadow; five dollars, curved bold, with southern
cross effect added.

FIG. 9. The, old English, shaded; National Bank, shaded
face; Newburgh, engraver's bold, caps and lower case
shaded; five dollars, variation of Tucson ornate and Jim
Crow; New York, bold with shadow and slightly curved.

FIG. 10. The, old English, shaded; Citizens, bold caps and
lower case shadow; National Bank, engraver's shaded in
double curve; Sedalia, variation of italics, curved and
shaded; five dollars, bold reversed with shadow; Missouri,
bold italics, curved and shaded.

FIG. 8. The, bold reversed with shadow; Ohio Valley, old
English; National Bank, old English reversed; Cincinnati,
engraver's bold; will pay, two curves bold reversed; five
dollars, bold with flourishes.

have chosen the variant-name path: families, tradesmen,
geographic, Indian, Western, unusual town and city
names, and the like. In my heyday I collected towns with
women's names from Ada. Oklahoma, to Xenia, Illinois;
and men's names from Albert, Wisconsin, to Wesley,
Ohio.

Included in my collection were notes from towns with
these feminine names: Adel, Augusta, Anna, Alma,
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FIG. 12. The, bold reversed; bank's name, engraver's bold, with italics and shadow, in
curves to fit; five dollars, engraver's bold, reversed and shadow added; Indiana, bold
italics curved. This is the rarest brown back signature: Rosecrans-Morgan.

There are many unusual names of towns for which
there is no accounting: Half Moon Bay, California; Love-
land, Colorado; Winter Haven, Florida; Mountainhome,
Idaho; What Cheer, Iowa; Storm Lake, Iowa; Rising Sun
and Sleepy Eye, Minnesota; and Horse Cave and Rising
Star, Kentucky.

Also, notes can be found from towns representing all
the U. S. presidents from Washington to Eisenhower.
Two of the difficult ones are Taft and Coolidge, Texas.

Also, there are many towns, generally small, with ab-
stract names supporting banks: Bath, Hope, Noble, Liber-
ty, Freedom, Sweet Life, and the like—including two in
Pennsylvania whose names border on the pornographic.

Cashiers and presidents of U. S. national banks, during
the national currency era (1863 to 1935), had one re-
sponsibility unknown to modern bank officials. The
wording and typographical layout of the bank's title,
for use on the institution's currency, was chosen by the
bank's officers. The Comptroller's office submitted about
70 different arrangements of bank-title wordings and
varying type faces from which the officers could make a
choice.

This little story, therefore, will be devoted to varia-
tions found in the name-town typographical set-up found
on the $5, brown back notes, series of 1882. This series
is spectacular in its many variants, although all other
series and issues of national currency have considerable
differences in type faces and word arrangements. To
illustrate variations on the $5 brown back series, 12
photographs are shown, each with its description.

The "pay" phrase has several variants: blank hank
will pay the bearer on demand; will pay five dollars to
bearer on demand; on demand will pay to bearer five
dollars; and will pay to the bearer on demand. This pay
line is straight, or curved, or broken to allow the words
"five dollars" to come between bearer and on demand.

The $5 brown back displayed the signatures of Regis-
ter and Treasurer in "double-deck" (through four signa-
tures) and in one straight line. Register to left, Treasurer
to right. The signatures, double-decked, at the left, fac-
ing Garfield's nose, were: Bruce-Gilfillan, Bruce-Wyman,

Bruce-Jordan, and Rosecrans-Jordan. These signatures
also appear in a straight line, across the notes. Rose-
crans-Hyatt through Vernon-Treat appear only in straight
line formation.

These notes are uniform in showing the bank's charter
number in seven places on each note's face: the large-
size block letters in brown (over-print) ; large orna-
mental digits behind Garfield's neck; and on the rim of
the obverse plate, twice at top, twice at bottom, and once
at right end. The rim-digits are of two types: white
figures over black background (reverse), and black
digits over black background I difficult to see). In my
opinion the black digits on black background were first
issued, then discontinued when the illegibility was dis-
covered.

On the double-deck signatures shown herewith (Figs.
9, 11, 5, 6), the "Bureau of Engraving and Printing"
appears in a small white space, high top, to the right.
It also appears on Fig. 8, with signatures in straight line.
On all the other notes shown here, the small space re-
mains white. The overprint charter numbers are fairly
uniform in their position: upper right, immediately to
right of the words United States. The seal position is
practically uniform, although I have seen them much
nearer the center of the notes, often covering the right
lower portion of the title layout.

Plates for the brown back $5 were "stock," that is,
usable for all banks in all states: with two holes in re-
verse, for large digit charter number, and small hole (to
left), for State's seals; the obverse was stock with a hole
for the bank's title, and little holes on the border for
charter numbers.

Brown back notes, all denominations, in the great
majority, were manually signed by bank officials. Par-
ticularly is this true with notes from banks in smaller
cities and towns. Institutions with large circulations
issued notes with lithographed and engraved signatures.
Very small banks had assistant cashiers and vice-presi-
dents sign by hand, an "a" designating an assistant
cashier, and a "v" for vice-president. An autograph on
a piece of national currency enhances the value of the
item considerably.
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